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The Role of Rater Motivation in Personnel Selection Validation Studies
Dan Ispas
Abstract

Personnel selection validation studies are routinely conducted in contemporary
organizations for selecting and placing employees. Although numerous studies have been
conducted with the goal of identifying new predictors, less research was focused on the
criterion side. In the current paper, across three studies and five samples, I examined the
role played by rater motivation in validation studies. I proposed that rater motivation
would impact criterion-related validity of various predictors, the reliability, and the
variance of performance ratings. In Study 1, these hypotheses were tested in two samples
with varied operationalizations of predictors and of rater motivation. In Study 2, I
developed and tested a theoretically based brief intervention designed to increase rater
motivation. Study 3 examined directly the link between rater motivation and accuracy.
The results suggest that rater motivation is important and should be considered in
validation studies. Rater motivation impacted the criterion related validity of the
predictors and the reliability of the ratings. Also, motivated raters showed higher
convergence between subjective and objective ratings. The intervention resulted in
increased response rates and more reliable ratings. Strengths, limitations and directions
for future research are discussed.
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Introduction
Performance management systems and performance appraisals are widely used in
organizations to inform personnel decisions about compensation, promotions, and
employee training and development (Cleveland, Murphy, & Williams, 1989). Much of
the early research on performance appraisals focused on psychometric properties of
various rating formats, followed later by studies of the accuracy of performance
evaluations (e.g., Borman, 1975, 1977). As a result of an influential review published by
Landy and Farr (1980), the focus shifted to the cognitive processes involved in observing
and evaluating job performance (e.g., DeNisi, 1996). In the early 1990s, several reviews
(Bretz, Milkovich, & Read, 1992; Ilgen, Barnes-Farrell, & McKellin, 1993; Murphy &
Cleveland, 1991) called for more research on the organizational context in which
performance appraisals are conducted. One topic of research that emerged following
these calls was rater motivation (Levy & Williams, 2004). Most of the research
conducted under the cognitive paradigm assumed that the raters were motivated to give
accurate ratings and that the problems in appraisals were caused by cognitive processing
errors and complexities (Levy & Williams, 2004). While rater motivation has been
examined previously, existent research on rater motivation has mostly ignored two issues:
(i) the impact of rater motivation on validity coefficients in validation studies, and (ii) the
efficacy of field interventions designed to increase rater motivation.
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The goal of this research is to examine the impact of rater motivation on criterion
related validity. I propose that rater motivation will moderate the criterion-related validity
of various predictors. In Study 1, this hypothesis will be tested in two samples with
varied operationalizations of predictors and of rater motivation. In essence, the two
samples represent constructive replications of one another (Lykken, 1968). In Study 2, I
will develop and test a theoretically based intervention designed to increase rater
motivation. Examining rater motivation and developing an intervention to increase such
motivation is important for both theoretical and applied reasons. Study 3 will examine
directly the link between rater motivation and accuracy (defined as convergence between
subjective and objective measures of job performance). Most of the work on validation
studies seems largely atheoretical. However, in the current paper I draw from dualprocessing theory and leverage-salience theory to explain how rater motivation impacts
validation studies and to test an intervention designed to increase rater motivation. From
an applied perspective, validation studies have very important consequences for
organizations and their members in terms of the selection and placement of new
employees. Results of validation studies are used to determine the cut-off scores used for
selection measures, to decide who gets a job offer or not, to determine the type of
position a person gets hired into (e.g., managerial vs. non-managerial). Traditionally,
research on personnel selection tended to be more focused on developing and improving
predictors (e.g., increasing validity coefficients, reducing adverse impact, reducing faking
on non-cognitive predictors) to the exclusion of criteria. However, if the criteria used in
validation research are of low quality, the efforts aimed at improving the predictors only
take care of half of the equation. The current paper addresses this problem directly by
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examining the criterion in validation studies and by developing a theoretically-based
intervention aimed at improving the criterion.
Validation Studies: History and Importance
Substantial evidence has been accumulated in the past century on the criterionrelated validities of various predictors such as cognitive ability, personality traits, biodata,
interviews, integrity tests, assessment centers, and situational judgment tests (Barrick &
Mount, 1991; Barrick, Mount & Judge, 2001; McDaniel, Morgeson, Finnegan, Campion,
& Braverman, 2001; McDaniel, Hartman, Whetzel, & Grubb, 2007). Both professional
(SIOP Principles, 2003) and legal guidelines (Uniform Guidelines, 1978) recommend
conducting validation studies before including new predictors in the selection process.
Despite the number of validation studies, very little research has focused on the
validation studies themselves. Russell et al. (1994) conducted a meta-analysis of
validation studies published in Journal of Applied Psychology and Personnel Psychology
between 1964 and 1992. They found that several investigator characteristics moderated
criterion-related validities, such as impetus behind research (higher validities were
obtained for studies addressing an organizational need compared to studies conducted
only for research purposes), investigator interests (studies addressing EEO concerns or
focused on augmenting a selection system had higher validities than those concerned with
maximizing validities and those testing theories), and authors‘ place of employment
(industry authors obtained higher validities compared to academic authors). In addition,
Maier (1988) found that the conditions under which the validation study is conducted can
impact the validity coefficient. Validity coefficients increased from .09 to .49 and from
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.17 to .37 in his two samples by introducing quality controls (e.g., standardizing test
administration conditions) in the measurement of the criterion.
The Ratee Perspective
The role of motivation in validation studies has been previously investigated from
the perspective of ratees. This stream of research focused mostly on the differences
between concurrent and predictive validation strategies. In concurrent designs, also called
―present employee method‖ (Gatewood & Feild, 2005), data on the predictor and the
criterion is obtained from a current group of incumbent employees usually at around the
same time. One of the criticisms raised against concurrent validation designs is focused
on the motivation of the ratees. Since they are already employed, it is conceivable that the
ratees are less motivated than job applicants to ―do their best‖ when answering items on
predictor tests. Participants in predictive designs, who are actual job applicants in a highstakes situation, are likely to be more motivated to do well on the tests compared to job
incumbents. While intuitive, the prediction that validity differences exist between
concurrent and predictive designs has received limited empirical support. For example,
Schmitt, Gooding, Noe, and Kirsch (1984), in a meta-analytic review of 99 validation
studies published between 1964 and 1982 in Journal of Applied Psychology and
Personnel Psychology, found that studies employing concurrent strategies had a metaanalytic validity coefficient of .34 compared to a validity coefficient of .30 for studies
using predictive strategies.
However, missing in these studies of concurrent versus predictive designs were
direct measures of ratee motivation. Arvey, Strickland, Drauden, and Martin (1990)
therefore specified the construct of test-taking motivation and developed a
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multidimensional scale for its measurement, the Test Attitude Survey (TAS). They found
that applicants reported greater levels of motivation compared to incumbents. They also
examined the moderating effect of TAS in the relationship between predictor scores
(ability tests) and supervisor-rated job performance, yet concluded that ―the data resulting
from the investigation of the TAS factor scores as potential moderators also showed very
limited evidence substantiating their use as moderators.‖ (Arvey et al., 1990, pp. 710711). Since the sample size they used for their analysis was small (N = 69), they
encouraged replications with larger samples. Answering this call for more research,
Schmit and Ryan (1992) collected data from a sample of 157 undergraduates in a
simulated, multi-organization employment system. They found that scores on TAS
moderated relationships between predictors and the performance criterion (GPA), but the
moderating effect differed depending on the type of predictor. In the case of personality
inventories, the validity coefficient was higher for ratees with lower scores on test-taking
motivation, whereas the opposite effect was found for a total ability test (the sum of the
verbal and quantitative scores of the School and College Ability Test, Educational
Testing Service, 1973). Thus it does appear that ratee motivation impacts relationships
between predictor and criterion scores.
A Model of Rater Motivation
Examining ratees and their levels of motivation when providing predictor scores
is, however, only half of the equation. Attention must also be paid to the motivation of
raters who are responsible for providing criterion scores. For the purposes of the current
paper, by rater motivation I refer to motivation to engage in the rating process and to
provide accurate ratings. Having motivated ratees and valid measures of predictor
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variables does little good if criterion scores are flawed. Unfortunately, several problems
with criterion variables and measures have been identified (Austin & Villanova, 1992).
For example, a common complaint of performance appraisal systems is the rater‘s
tendency to give high ratings. It‘s not unusual for a large majority of employees to
receive extremely high ratings (e.g., 80% of employees receiving a rating a 6 or 7 for
ratings done on a 7 point scale – Murphy and Cleveland, 1995). In fact, from the rater‘s
perspective, there are very few reasons in favor of giving accurate ratings (Murphy &
Cleveland, 1995). As discussed below, there are more reasons in favor of giving
inaccurate ratings (there are limited rewards and more negative consequences for
accurate ratings). As such, it appears that rater leniency is not error but a conscious effort
on the part of the rater. Evidence for existence of rater leniency has been found in both
primary studies and meta-analyses. For example, Harris, Smith, and Champagne (1995)
found that ratings made for administrative purposes were higher that the ratings made for
research purposes. In a meta-analytic study, Jawahar and Williams (1997) examined this
―performance appraisal purpose effect‖ using data from 22 studies with a total sample
size of 57,775. They found that ratings made for administrative purposes are
approximately one third of a standard deviation higher than those made for research
purposes.
The first performance appraisal model that explicitly included rater motivation
was the one proposed by DeCotiis and Petit (1978). They proposed six determinants of
rater motivation at the rating stage: perceived consequences of accurate appraisals for
both the rater and the ratee, rater perception of the adequacy of the instrument used in
appraisals, organizational policies and practices, the rating format, availability of
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standards of performance, and purpose of the appraisal. More recently, Harris (1995)
developed a theoretical model of the determinants of rater motivation that goes beyond
just the rating stage. The performance appraisal process consists of a series of steps:
observing the behavior of ratees, storing, retrieving, and integrating information
regarding the ratee, providing a rating, and delivering feedback (Wexley & Klimoski,
1984). Harris (1995) proposed three determinants of rater motivation: perceived rewards,
perceived negative consequences, and impression management concerns. These
determinants are affected by situational (e.g., accountability, organizational HRM
strategy, trust) and personal factors (e.g., self-efficacy, mood). The three determinants are
discussed next.
Rewards are an important determinant for almost any behavior (Kanfer, 1990).
Surprisingly, in the performance appraisal context, rewards for providing accurate ratings
are rarely used despite the fact that these ratings are used to make important
organizational decisions (e.g., pay raises and promotions, termination and downsizing
decisions). Providing accurate ratings can be rewarded via extrinsic and intrinsic rewards.
Extrinsic rewards refer to the attainment of valuable outcomes (bonuses, pay raises,
promotions) in exchange for providing accurate ratings. Field research on the extrinsic
rewards is limited and portrays a ―dismal picture‖ (Harris, 1995, p. 740). A paper by
Napier and Latham (1986) examined the rater‘s expected outcomes for providing
feedback to employees across two studies. Most rater responded that the primary result
would be ―nothing.‖ Intrinsic rewards refer to the fact that some raters may find
engaging in performance appraisal activities as an activity inherently satisfying. For
example, research by Rand and Wexley (1975) suggests that raters tend to view their
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subordinates more similar to themselves than they actually are so raters that see
similarities between themselves and their subordinates will tend to give favorable ratings.
Also, both raters and rates dislike giving and receiving negative feedback (Fisher, 1974).
Negative consequences are the second determinant of rater motivation proposed
by Harris (1995). Negative consequences can be organized into five categories: damage
to the relationship between rater and ratee, negative impact on employees‘ morale,
criticism from the subordinate, criticism from the rater‘s supervisor, and interference with
other tasks. By giving accurate (which often means deflated or lower-than-expected)
ratings, the raters are concerned that they may negatively impact the relationship they
have with the ratees and that they may even demoralize the ratees (Longenecker et al.,
1987; Murphy & Cleveland, 1991). Criticism from the ratees is also a possibility and it
can result in legal action against the rater and/or the organization. Also, the jobs of most
managers are comprised of several responsibilities, many of which are perceived to be
more important than rating employees. Thus, managers may therefore decide to allocate
little time and effort to the task of rating subordinate performance (Bernardin &
Villanova, 1986).
The third determinant of rater motivation proposed by Harris (1995) is the raters‘
concern for impression management. Zerber and Paulhus (1987) distinguished between
two types of impression management: self-impression management and management of
others‘ impressions. Self-impression management is related to rater motivation in three
ways: (i) by rating their subordinates highly, managers may perceive themselves as
successful managers, (ii) in order to maintain a positive view of the organization, raters
may also believe that the mere fact that the ratee works there is evidence that the ratee
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has satisfactory job performance, and (iii) raters may view their role as manager
differently in that not all raters believe that it is their role to provide accurate ratings. In
terms of others‘ impression of oneself, raters may feel that by giving low ratings, their
competence will be questioned by their own supervisor(s). Also related to others‘
impression of oneself are organizational norms. For example, some organizations may
have norms that encourage high, inaccurate ratings, and thus managers who rate their
subordinates in this way are behaving according to organizational practices.
Although Harris‘ (1995) determinants were discussed in reference to the general
purpose of rating for administrative purposes in organizations, we can apply these
determinants to the case of validation studies. A typical validation study involves several
steps: a job analysis, identification of relevant performance dimensions, identification of
the knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) needed for the job, development of
assessment devices for the measurement of KSAs, evaluation, and implementation of the
new system (Gatewood & Feild, 2005). Data is collected from job incumbents, who are
administered the predictor measures, and their supervisors, who provide performance
ratings. Participation by both the raters and the rates is usually voluntary. The validation
study is usually conducted by an outside consultant who is working with the top
management of the organization and the raters are rarely involved in the decision making
part of the process. It is usually difficult for both the incumbents and the raters to see the
importance of the validation study. There are usually no immediate or direct rewards for
the raters, because most validations studies are perceived as research projects. Raters
have to take the time from their busy schedules to rate subordinates—usually multiple
subordinates—on an ostensibly pro bono basis. There are no negative consequences for
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raters since participation is voluntary which means zero or very limited accountability.
Also, there are some impression management concerns since participation in the
validation study is usually requested by a high-level person in the organization (e.g.,
Chief HR Officer). Management of others‘ impressions and self-impression management
can be alleviated by responding to the request to participate. However, just responding to
the request to participate does not mean that the raters will expend the resources
necessary for accurate ratings, especially since managers usually have to rate multiple
subordinates. Taken together, then, raters likely have minimal motivation to provide
accurate ratings for validation studies. While most of the research has focused on the
differences in ratings when ratings are made for administrative versus research purposes,
I am not aware of any research that has examined the impact of rater motivation on the
criterion related validity of various predictors used.
Rater Motivation in Validation Studies
So far, research on rater motivation has focused on the mean differences between
ratings for developmental or research purposes and ratings for administrative purposes.
As reviewed above, a consistent finding of this line of inquiry is that raters are more
lenient (i.e., give higher mean ratings) when the ratings are used for administrative
purposes. Research on rater motivation appears to suffer from the same problem
identified by Arvey et al. (1990) for research focused on ratee motivation. That is, rater
motivation is not measured directly and it is merely assumed that raters providing ratings
for research purposes are more motivated to give accurate ratings than when giving
ratings for administrative purposes. The focus of this paper is on the role rater motivation
plays in validation studies, where ratings are used for research purposes. I propose that
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rater motivation will moderate relationships between predictors and criteria, such that
these relationships will be stronger when rater motivation is high versus low.
Motivated raters devote more attentional and cognitive resources to the task at
hand—that is, they engage in more symbolic or explicit cognitive processing. Explicit
processing is characterized by being conscious, relatively slow, and effortful (e.g.,
Lieberman, 2007; Satpute & Lieberman, 2006; Stanovich, 1999, 2004). People engaged
in explicit processing are less likely to fall prey to biased decision-making and memory
heuristics. Human thinking often relies on the operation of intuitive heuristics instead of
deliberate and controlled reasoning because humans have finite amounts of attentional
and cognitive resources that can be allocated to decision-making. When faced with
making hundreds or thousands of decisions over the course of a day, humans lack the
computational power to bring explicit processing to bear on all of these decisions. Thus,
much of the work is carried out by heuristic or implicit information processing, which
occurs quickly and with little effort. However, one consequence of heuristic-based
processing is that it may generate answers that are logically or probabilistically incorrect
(e.g., Evans, 2002; Kahneman, Slovic, & Tversky, 1982). This line of reasoning is
consistent with work on dual-processing theories (Strack & Deutsch, 2004). According
to dual-processing theories (e.g., Johnson et al., 2010; Strack & Deutsch, 2004), there are
two modes of cognitive processing: implicit and explicit. In order to operate, explicit
processing requires sufficient attention, motivation, and capacity (i.e., necessary time and
resources). It refers to a slower conscious process where information is from working
memory. In contrast, implicit processing requires few resources and often occurs
automatically.
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Outcomes of explicit processing are usually superior to those of implicit
processing: alternative solutions to problem-solving and reasoning, better organization of
information and integration in memory, a greater likelihood of attitude and behavior
change, less use of stereotypes in judgments, and facilitated learning of new facts and
rules (e.g., Anseel, Lievens, & Schollaert, 2009; Smith & DeCoster, 2009). Attitudes
formed as a result of using explicit processing are more predictive of behavioral
intentions and actions, and are more persistent over time (for reviews, see Cacioppo,
Petty, Feinstein, Blair, & Jarvis, 1996; Petty, Wegener, & Fabrigar, 1997). When raters
have low motivation, the performance ratings they give to their subordinates are more
likely to reflect implicit performance theories and decision-making heuristics rather than
factual summaries of actual performance. For example, the ratings given when
motivation is low may be adversely impacted by primacy and recency heuristics. That is,
unmotivated raters may be more likely to remember a person‘s initial and most recent
performance behaviors, but fail to recall behaviors that occurred in between.
Unmotivated raters could also choose salient samples of performance (either very good or
very bad) and use those as a basis for their ratings. When engaging in rating, raters are
theorized to form schemas to categorize their subordinates. The term ―cognitive miser‖
refers to a widely cited schema function from social psychology. To reduce the overall
processing load, people use ‗‗shortcuts‘‘ to conserve mental resources when they are
trying to make sense of other people (Fiske & Taylor, 1984). When making performance
appraisals, raters have a considerable cognitive load: they usually have to consider
multiple subordinates and multiple situations. Motivated raters are more likely to use
reflective/explicit processing as opposed to unmotivated raters who are more likely to use
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impulsive/implicit processing. Motivated raters will expand the resources needed to give
accurate ratings, as such there will be a strong association between the employees scores
on the predictor and their performance ratings. On the other hand, for unmotivated raters
the correlation between predictor scores and performance ratings will be reduced due to
inaccurate ratings. Unmotivated raters may, therefore, simply take the ‗‗easy‘‘ way out,
by giving all their subordinates an average rating or using another, similar tactic, to avoid
investing effort and time into rating (Harris, Ispas, & Schmidt, 2008).
Therefore, the following hypothesis is proposed:
Hypothesis 1: Rater motivation will moderate relationships between predictors
and criteria such that these relationships will be stronger when rater motivation is high
versus low.
Also, raters who are motivated will discriminate more among the performance of
their subordinates when provided ratings compared to raters who are unmotivated. If so,
then there should be greater variance in ratings provided by motivated versus
unmotivated raters. As such, I also hypothesize the following:
Hypothesis 2: There will be greater variance in performance ratings when raters
have high versus low motivation.
An important criterion for the evaluation of job performance is the reliability of
the ratings (Viswesvaran, 2001). Reliability refers to consistency of measurement
(Nunnally, 1978). Motivated raters should be more consistent in their ratings than
unmotivated raters. Therefore, I hypothesize the following:
Hypothesis 3: The reliability of the ratings made by motivated raters is higher
than the reliability of the ratings made by raters low in motivation.
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Plan of the current research
The first two studies will follow a constructive replication format (Lykken, 1968),
meaning that I will vary my conceptualization and operationalization of the predictor and
moderator variables. In Study 1, sample 1 the predictor will be a cognitive ability test,
while rater motivation and accountability will be measured using a one-item self-report
scale. In Study 1, sample 2 the predictor will be a job knowledge test, while rater
motivation will be measured unobtrusively and more objectively as the time spent
making the ratings. Study 2 will present a field experiment of an intervention designed to
increase rater motivation. Study 3 will examine if rater motivation increases the rater‘s
accuracy by examining if motivated raters have a higher association between subjective
and objective measures of job performance.
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Study 1 Method
The data for both samples used in Study 1 were collected as part of validation
studies conducted for the purpose of identifying new predictors to be used for personnel
selection.
Sample 1 Participants and Procedure
The participants were 220 employees and their supervisors recruited from a
Romanian manufacturing organization. The majority of employees were male (61%) and
their age ranged from 22 to 55 years. The data on the predictor was collected in small
groups of 15-20 participants using paper and pencil questionnaires.
Sample 1 Measures
Predictor. The predictor is the General Ability Measure for Adults (GAMA;
Naglieri & Bardos, 1997), a non-verbal cognitive ability test that consists of 66 items
grouped in four subtests: Matching (11 items), Analogies (17 items), Sequences (20
items), and Construction (18 items). For the Matching items, the respondents examine the
shape, color and configuration of a stimulus item to determine the correct response
option. For the Analogies items, the respondents must identify the pattern of the
relationship between a pair of abstract figures and recognize a similar relationship in a
different pair of figures. For the Sequences items, the respondents must identify the
pattern of change in a configuration of figures as they move through space. The
Construction items require analyzing, synthesizing, rotating, and combining a number of
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shapes to mentally construct a figure identical to one of the response options. The GAMA
is unidimensional, has a split-half reliability around .90, and test-retest reliabilities
ranging between .67 and .84. Iliescu and Ghinta (2008) and Naglieri and Bardos (1997)
reported supportive evidence for the convergent validity of this instrument because scores
on the GAMA were significantly correlated with scores on other cognitive ability tests,
including the Wonderlic Personnel Test (Wonderlic Inc, 2002), Shipley Institute of
Living Scale (Shipley, 1991), Kaufman Brief Intelligence Test (Kaufman & Kaufman,
1990), and Multidimensional Aptitude Battery (Jackson, 2003; rs were around .70). In
terms of criterion-related validity, scores on the GAMA have been found to predict
academic achievement (Bardos, 2003; Crawford et al., 1999) and job performance (Ispas,
Iliescu, Ilie, & Johnson, 2010).
Criterion. Supervisors rated the job performance of their subordinates using a 6item behaviorally-anchored rating scale. The six items cover the major dimensions of
performance such as problem solving, effort, interactions with co-workers, and overall
job performance. Supervisors rated employees‘ performance on a 1–7 scale, where high
(6–7), moderate (3–5), and low (1–2) performance levels were delineated (see Judge &
Erez, 2007). The items were selected by the participating organization.
Moderator. Supervisors responded to a single item adapted and modified from the
Motivation subscale of the Test Attitude Survey (Arvey et al., 1990). The item was: ―I
tried to do the very best I could on these ratings.‖ A 5-point Likert scale was used ranging
from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree.
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Sample 2 Participants and Procedure
The participants were 300 incumbents and their supervisors recruited from a
Romanian manufacturing organization (different than sample 1). The majority of
participants were male (89%) and their age ranged from 18 to 59 years. The data on the
predictor was collected in small groups of 15-20 participants using paper and pencil
questionnaires.
Sample 2 Measures
Predictor. A 20-item job knowledge test was developed following the procedures
outlined by Muchinsky (2004). Working with subject matter experts (SMEs), 35 items
were written to cover the content domain and pilot tested using a small validation sample
(N = 45). Based on an item analysis and the organization‘s request the number of items
was reduced to twenty.
Criterion. Supervisors rated the job performance of their subordinates using a 4item behaviorally-anchored rating scale. Similar to Sample 1 the four items cover the
major dimensions of performance such as problem solving, effort, and overall job
performance. The items were selected by the participating organization.
Moderator. The ratings of job performance made by supervisors were collected
on-line. The amount of time (in seconds) spent on-line by the rater when filling out the
survey was used as an objective and unobtrusive measure of rater motivation. The
assumption is that motivated raters will spend more time reading and responding to the
survey items than unmotivated rates. I tested this assumption in a pilot study using 41
raters from a Romanian organization (different than the organizations used in Samples 1
and 2). The participants were asked to rate one of their subordinates using an on-line
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survey and the job performance measure from Sample 2. Rater motivation was measured
using both the direct method from Sample 1 and the unobtrusive measure from Sample 2.
The direct method consisted of a single item adapted and modified from the Motivation
subscale of the Test Attitude Survey (Arvey et al., 1990). The item was: ―I tried to do the
very best I could on these ratings.‖ A 9-point Likert scale was used ranging from 1 =
strongly disagree to 9 = strongly agree.) The unobtrusive measure was the time spent online by the rater. The two measures of rater motivation were correlated at r = .65, p <
.001, providing evidence for the construct validity of the unobtrusive measure of rater
motivation. A similar measurement of motivation was recently used by Oppenheimer,
Meyvis, and Davidenko (2009).
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Study 1 Results
Means, standard deviations, reliabilities and inter-correlations are presented in
Table 1 for Sample 1 and in Table 2 for Sample 2. Although not the focus of the current
study, both predictors (cognitive ability and job knowledge) were significantly related to
job performance at levels similar to previous studies (see Schmidt & Hunter, 1998).
Specifically, cognitive ability had a correlation of .41 (p < .01) with job performance,
while job knowledge was correlated with job performance at .35 (p < .01).
Table 1
Descriptive and Correlational Information for Study 1 Sample 1
M

SD

1

1. Predictor:
Cognitive Ability

37.68

11.49

(.86)

2. Criterion:
Job Performance
3. Rater motivation

18.24

4.16

.41**

(.72)

2.95

1.17

-.03

.25**

** p < .01, N = 220
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2

3

(NA)

Table 2
Descriptive and Correlational Information for Study 1 Sample 2
M

SD

1

1. Predictor:
Job Knowledge Test

11.97

4.88

(.90)

2. Criterion:
Job Performance
3. Rater motivation

12.73

3.82

.34**

255.56

132.53 -.02

2

3

(.82)
.02

(NA)

** p < .01, N = 300
Hypothesis 1 proposed that rater motivation will moderate relationships between
predictors and criteria such that these relationships will be stronger when rater motivation
is high versus low. This hypothesis was tested using hierarchical moderated multiple
regressions (Cohen, Cohen, West, & Aiken, 2003). The interaction term was created by
multiplying the predictor variable (cognitive ability in Sample 1 and job knowledge in
Sample 2) and the moderating variable (rater motivation). I then conducted a hierarchical
regression analysis by regressing job performance on the predictor variable in Step 1,
rater motivation in Step 2, and the interaction term in Step 3. For Sample 1, the
interaction term explained a significant amount of variance: F (1, 216) = 11.92, p < .001,
∆R2=0.04. The interaction was examined further by conducting simple slope tests (Cohen
et al., 2003). The results show that the relationship between the predictor (cognitive
ability) and job performance is stronger when rater motivation is high (β = .60, p < .001)
compared to when rater motivation is low (β = .22, p < .01). The full results of the
regression analyses for Sample 1are presented in Table 3. A plot of the interaction can be
seen in Figure 1.
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Table 3
Rater Motivation as Moderator in Sample 1 Study 1
Step

Independent variable

B

SE B

95% CI

β

∆R2

1

Predictor

.15

.02

.11-.19

.41**

.17**

2

Rater motivation

.94

.21

.53-1.36

.27**

.07**

3

Predictor x Rater motivation

.06

.02

.03-.09

.81**

.04**

Note: N = 220, CI = confidence interval. The predictors and the moderating variables
were standardized. ** p < .01

Figure 1: Rater motivation as moderator in Study 1 Sample 1
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For Sample 2, similar results were observed as the interaction term explained a
significant amount of variance: F (1, 296) = 6.51, p < .001, ∆R2=0.02. Simple slope tests
show that the relationship between the predictor (job knowledge) and job performance is
stronger when rater motivation is high (β = .47, p < .001) compared to when rater
motivation is low (β = .20, p < .05). The full results of the regression analyses for Sample
2 are presented in Table 4. A plot of the interaction is illustrated in Figure 2. Therefore,
Hypothesis 1 was supported in both samples.
Table 4
Rater Motivation as Moderator in Sample 2 Study 1
Step

Independent variable

B

SE B

95% CI

β

∆R2

1

Predictor

.27

.04

.18, .35

.34**

.12**

2

Rater motivation

.00

.00

-.00, .00

.03

.00

3

Predictor x Rater motivation

.00

.00

.00, .01

.45*

.02*

Note: N = 300, CI = confidence interval. The predictors and the moderating variables
were standardized. * p < .05, ** p < .01.
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Figure 2: Rater motivation as moderator in Study 1 Sample 2
Hypothesis 2 proposed that there will be greater variance in performance ratings
when raters have high versus low motivation. In sample 1, I created two groups, the low
motivation group (respondents that answered 1 and 2 on the rater motivation item) and
the high motivation group (respondents that answered 4 and 5 on the rater motivation
item). For Sample 1, the variance of the low motivation group (N = 86) was 15.90 (M =
17.43, SD = 3.99), while the variance for the high motivation group (N = 64) was 21.65
(M = 19.81, SD = 4.65). Levene‘s test for the equality of variances was not statistically
significant (F = 1.76, p = .187) indicating that the variances were not different. In Sample
2, I created two groups by using a median split. The variance of the low motivation group
(N = 151) was 13.06 (M = 12.62, SD = 3.61), while the variance for the high motivation
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group (N = 149) was 16.24 (M = 12.85, SD = 4.03). Although the variance in the high
motivation group is higher than the variance in the low motivation group, the Levene‘s
test for the equality of variances was not statistically significant (F = 1.03, p = .311). As
such, Hypothesis 2 was not supported in neither Sample 1 or in Sample 2.
Hypothesis 3 proposed that the ratings made by high motivation raters will be
more reliable (internally consistent) than those made by the low motivation raters. In
Sample 1, for the same groups created to test Hypothesis 2, the internal consistency
coefficients (Cronbach‘s alpha) were computed. For the high motivation group, the
reliability coefficient was 0.814, whereas the reliability coefficient was 0.675 for the low
motivation group. The reliability coefficients were compared using the k-samples
significance test proposed by Hakstian and Whalen (1976). The method is distributed as a
χ2 distribution with 1 degree of freedom under the null hypothesis of equal reliability.
The results show that the difference between the two reliability coefficients was
statistically significant: χ2(1) = 5.69, p = 0.0171. In Sample 2, for the same groups
created to test Hypothesis 2, the internal consistency coefficients (Cronbach‘s alpha)
were computed. For the high motivation group, the reliability coefficient was 0.856. For
the low motivation group, the reliability coefficient was 0.784. The results show that the
difference between the two reliability coefficients was statistically significant: χ2(1) =
4.55, p = 0.0329. Therefore, Hypothesis 3 was supported across both samples.
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Study 1 Discussion
The purpose of Study 1 was to examine the role played by rater motivation in
validation studies. The results suggest that rater motivation acted as a moderator of the
validity coefficients such that there was a higher validity coefficient when rater
motivation was high. The results were replicated across two samples with different
measurements for rater motivation and with different predictors. In both samples, I also
found that raters high on motivation had more variance in their job performance ratings;
however the differences were not statistically significant. The ratings made by motivated
raters were also more internally consistent than those made by raters low on motivation.
Overall, the results of Study 1 highlight the importance of rater motivation in
personnel selection validation studies. Motivated raters show more reliable ratings and
can get higher validity coefficients. However, one question that remains answered is
whether we can increase rater motivation?
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Study 2 Introduction
Rater motivation is a critical factor in order for performance appraisals to be
effective (Murphy & Cleveland, 1995; Harris, 1995). The results of Study 1 suggest that
rater motivation is also critical in validation studies as well. However, the number of
interventions designed to increase rater motivation is very limited. Only a few studies
have proposed and investigated possible interventions. For example, Roch (2007)
hypothesized that rater teams can increase rater motivation. However, she did not find
support for this hypothesis. Salvemini, Reilly, and Smither (1993) proposed the use of
incentives as a way to increase rater motivation. They found that providing monetary
rewards increased the accuracy of raters. Other motivational interventions that have been
proposed include potential discussions with the ratee (Ilgen & Knowlton, 1990) and
scrutiny by an expert (Mero & Motowidlo, 1995). These interventions, however, were
tested in simulated contexts, usually involving samples of undergraduate students as
raters. Also, most of these interventions have limited use in validations studies.
Therefore, the purpose of Study 2 is to develop and test a theoretically-based intervention
designed to increase rater motivation using a field experiment.
Theoretical Basis for the Intervention
Leverage-salience theory of survey participation (Groves, Singer, & Corning,
2000) is a recent application and refinement of the dual-processing theories of persuasion
(e.g., Petty & Cacioppo, 1986). According to the leverage-salience theory of survey
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participation, respondents vary in the importance they assign to various aspects of survey
requests. Importance derives from various features of the survey, respondent, and the
situation. For example, importance may depend on whether respondents find the survey
topic interesting versus uninteresting, or whether they have sufficient versus inadequate
time to participate. When asked to participate in a survey, one of these features will
become salient for the participant in his/her interaction with the survey materials and can
impact the participant‘s amount of effort put into responding to the survey. A consistent
finding of research in the communication and persuasion literature is that when an issue
is perceived as having high personal relevance to individuals they are more likely to
carefully examine the content of the information presented. Information that has high
personal relevance is more likely to be processed more in-depth via symbolic or explicit
processing. As such, a data collector can tailor his/her approach to each respondent or
class of respondents (Groves, Singer, & Groning, 2000). As applied to the current study,
salience or personal importance refers to the extent to which raters feel that the validation
study is important to them or their organizations. By increasing the personal importance
of the validation study, raters are expected to be more motivated and engage in more
careful processing when they rate their subordinates. In order to increase the personal
importance of the validation study, I will highlight the consequences of a properly
conducted validation study for both the raters and their organizations. While I
acknowledge that most likely a training intervention would be the most effective
approach, it was important to find a short, inexpensive intervention that can be embedded
in common validation studies.
Based on the discussion above, the following hypotheses are proposed:
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Hypothesis 4: The response rate among the raters will be higher in the
intervention conditions versus the control conditions.
Hypothesis 5: Rater motivation will be higher in the intervention conditions
versus the control conditions.
Hypothesis 6: The criterion-related validity of the predictor will be higher in the
intervention conditions versus the control conditions.
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Study 2 Method
Participants and Procedure
Three hundred and sixty managers and their subordinates were invited to
participate in a validation study of a job knowledge test. The managers received an e-mail
containing a link to a web-survey. The raters were randomly assigned to one of the three
conditions: a low salience condition and two high salience conditions (120 participants in
each condition). The wording for the three conditions is presented below. The high
salience conditions differ from each other on their focus on the benefits for individual and
the benefits for the organization.
The general instructions were as follows:
We are conducting a research study to identify new tools that can be used for
selecting new employees for (name of organization).
An important part of the process requires your participation. After clicking on the
link below, you will be taken to a secured website where you will be asked to provide
performance ratings for one randomly selected subordinate. The employee will NOT see
the ratings you provide.
We would appreciate your taking the time to complete the following survey. It
should take about five minutes of your time. Your participation is completely voluntary
and there are no risks associated with your participation. Furthermore, all personal
identifying information will be kept separate from your responses on the questionnaires.
The wording for the collective condition was:
Why should you participate?
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The results of this study will be used to determine selection tools for recruiting
and placing new employees in our organization. By carefully responding to the survey,
we can be more confident in the decisions we make by hiring people who will fit in well
with the company. As such we will be able to hire better employees and colleagues. The
decisions made on the basis of this research study will benefit our entire organization.
The wording for the individual condition was:
Why should you participate?
The results of this study will be used to determine selection tools for recruiting
and placing new employees in the organization. By carefully responding to the survey,
we can be more confident in the decisions we make by hiring people who will work well
with you. As such you will have better employees and colleagues working for you. The
decisions made on the basis of this research study will benefit you personally.
Measures
Predictor. Job incumbents filled out a 24-item job knowledge test developed
following procedures similar to Study 1 - Sample 2.
Criterion. A four-item behaviorally anchored rating scale was used by supervisors
to rate the performance of their subordinates. The items were selected by the participating
organization.
Moderator. Rater motivation was measured with a five item scale developed by
Hedge and Teachout (2000). Example items are: ―I care how accurate my ratings were‖
and ―I made the most accurate ratings I could‖ Raters responded to these items via a five
point Likert-type response (from ―1 = Strongly disagree‖ to ―5 = Strongly agree‖).
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Manipulation Checks. A one item measure was used to measure personal
importance: ―How important is participating in this validation study for you?‖ A one item
measure was used to measure organizational importance: ―How important is participating
in this validation study for your organization?‖ A nine-point Likert-type response scale
was used ranging from ―1 = Not at all important‖ to ―9 = Extremely important.‖
Control Variables. Given that the data was collected from Romania, country
which is considered as a collectivistic culture, I included Individualism and Collectivism
as a control variable. Individualism and collectivism were measure using four item scales
developed by Triandis and Gelfland (1998). Sample items are ―I often do my own things‖
and ―I feel good when I cooperate with others‖. A nine-point Likert-type response scale
will be used ranging from ―1 = Strongly disagree‖ to ―9 = Strongly agree‖.
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Study 2 Results
Means, standard deviations, reliabilities and inter-correlations are presented in
Tables 5 and 6. Due to their low reliabilities, and to the fact that they had no impact on
any of the hypotheses tested in this study, the individualism and collectivism scales were
dropped from further analyses.
Table 5
Descriptive Statistics for Study 2
Control (C)

Individual

Organizational

benefits (I)

benefits (O)

Rater motivation

9.00a

3.29

10.85b

5.31

11.14b

5.01

Job performance

13.10

3.06

12.77

3.75

12.78

4.35

Job knowledge

10.66

4.52

11.58

4.04

12.37

4.89

Individualism

28.03

4.84

28.44

4.52

29.73

3.77

Collectivism

28.34

3.76

28.06

3.81

28.54

3.54

Manipulation check

3.36a

1.16

5.20b

1.56

3.71a

1.34

3.59a

1.09

3.79a

1.29

5.71b

1.35

Individual
Manipulation check

Organizational
Note: N = 226, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001. Means with different subscripts
are significantly different at the .05 level (Tukey‘s HSD)
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Table 6
Correlation Matrix and Reliabilities for Study 2
1

2

3

4

1. Job performance

.84

2. Predictor: Job knowledge

.39**

.94

3. Rater motivation

.01

-.01

.91

4. Individualism

.09

.06

-.03

.57

5. Collectivism

.06

-.01

-.09

.49**

5

.53

** p < .01, N = 226
First, I tested the two manipulation checks. For the personal importance
manipulation check (―How important is participating in this validation study for you?‖),
as expected, respondents in the individual benefits condition reported higher means (M =
5.20, SD = 1.56) than both the control (M = 3.36, SD = 1.16) and the organizational
benefits condition (M = 3.71, SD = 1.34); F (2, 223) = 38.62, p < .001. Post-hoc tests
(Tukey‘s HSD) showed that there were no statistically significant difference between the
organizational benefits condition and the control condition.
Similar results were found for the organizational importance manipulation check
(―How important is participating in this validation study for your organization?‖).
Respondents in the organizational benefits condition reported higher means (M = 5.71,
SD = 1.35) than both the control (M = 3.59, SD = 1.09) and the individual benefits
condition (M = 3.79, SD = 1.29); F (2, 223) = 65.04, p < .001. Post-hoc tests (Tukey‘s
HSD) showed that there were no statistically significant differences between the
individual benefits condition and the control condition.
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Before testing the main hypotheses proposed in Study 2, in an effort to increase
the generalizability of the results, I re-tested Hypotheses 2 and 3 using the Study 2
sample. Recall that Hypothesis 2 proposed that there will be greater variance in
performance ratings when raters have high versus low motivation. I compared the
variance in job performance ratings between the individual benefits condition and the
control condition and found that although the variance was higher in the individual
condition (14.09 vs. 9.39) the Levene‘s test for equality of variance was only statistically
significant at the .10 level: F = 2.89, p = .09. When I compared the variance in job
performance ratings between the organizational benefits condition (Variance = 18.94)
and the control condition (Variance = 9.39), the Levene‘s test for equality of variance
was statistically significant: F = 7.20, p < .05. Thus, there was mixed support for
Hypothesis 2.
Hypothesis 3 predicted that the reliability of the ratings made by motivated raters
is higher than the reliability of the ratings made by raters low in motivation. The
reliability coefficients were compared using the k-samples significance test proposed by
Hakstian and Whalen (1976). When comparing the control condition (alpha = .703) and
the individual benefits condition (alpha = .852), the difference between the two reliability
coefficients was statistically significant: χ2(1) = 5.98, p = 0.0145. When comparing the
control condition (alpha = .703) and the organizational benefits condition (alpha = .889),
the difference between the two reliability coefficients was also statistically significant:
χ2(1) = 11.24, p = 0.0008. Therefore, Hypothesis 3 was fully supported.
Moving on with the main hypotheses for Study 2, recall that Hypothesis 4
proposed that the response rate among the raters will be higher in the intervention
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conditions versus the control conditions. The response rate for the control group was
50.83% (61 out of 120). For the experimental conditions the response rates were: 71.67%
(86 out of 120) for the individual benefits condition and 65.83% (79 out of 120) the
organizational benefits condition. The response rates were compared using z-tests for
proportions. The results show that the response rates were indeed higher for both the
individual benefits condition (z = 3.18, p < .05) and the organizational benefits conditions
(z = 2.23, p < .05). Therefore, Hypothesis 4 was supported.
Hypothesis 5 proposed that rater motivation will be higher in the experimental
conditions compared to the control condition. I tested this hypothesis using ANOVA. The
results show that the omnibus F test was statistically significant F (2, 223) = 4.00, p <
.05. Post hoc tests (Tukey‘s HSD) show that in both the individual (M = 10.85, SD =
5.31) and the organizational (M = 11.14, SD = 5.01) benefits conditions rater motivation
was higher than in the control condition (M = 9.00, SD =3.29). Thus, Hypothesis 5 was
also supported.
Hypothesis 6 proposed that the validity coefficients in the experimental conditions
will be higher that the validity coefficients in the control condition. Validity coefficients
(correlations between the predictor – the job knowledge test and the job performance
ratings) were calculated for each of the three conditions. Results show that the validity
coefficients in both the individual benefits condition (r = .45, p < .01) and the
organizational benefits condition (r = .42, p < .05) were higher than in the control
condition (r = .32, p < .01). However, the differences were not statistically significant z =
-0.89, p = 0.18, for the individual benefits condition, and z = -0.66, p = 0.25, for the
organizational benefits condition. Therefore, Hypothesis 6 was not supported.
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Since there were no differences between the two experimental conditions, I
retested Hypothesis 6 by combining the two experimental conditions. The differences
between the combined experimental and control conditions were not statistically
significant: z = -0.76, p = 0.22
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Study 2 Discussion
The main purpose of Study 2 was to test an intervention designed to increase rater
motivation, response rates and validity coefficients. The results show that in both of the
experimental conditions (individual and organizational benefits) rater motivation and the
response rates were significantly increased. Although the validity coefficients were
higher in the experimental conditions, the differences were not statistically significant.
However, the validity gains may be practically significant in organizational settings
where the goal is to implement the best selection tools available. Given the simplicity of
the intervention, I argue that the results are encouraging and more research should be
conducted with the goal of refining it further.
Study 2 offered an opportunity to retest Hypotheses 2 and 3 (already tested in
Study 1) using a different sample. The results were consistent with Study 1. Across both
of the experimental conditions, the reliability of job performance ratings was significantly
higher compared to the control condition. Mixed support was found for the differences in
the variance of job performance between the control and experimental conditions with
only the organizational benefits conditions showing statistically significant higher
variance than the control condition.
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Study 3 Introduction
Studies 1 and 2 focused on the impact of rater motivation on the validity
coefficient and on testing an intervention designed to increase the role rater motivation.
Results from these two studies demonstrated that motivated raters generated performance
criteria that led to higher validity coefficients. Presumably increases in validity
coefficients were due to motivated raters providing more accurate ratings of performance.
However, this assumption—increased rater accuracy—was not tested in the previous two
studies. Thus, an important issue is whether or not a relationship exists between
motivation and accuracy. Rating accuracy is considered one of the most important
concerns in performance appraisals (Cronabch, 1955; Murphy & Cleveland, 1995). The
purpose of Study 3 is to investigate if rater motivation acts as a moderator in the
relationship between objective and subjective measures of job performance. Consistent
with the reasoning for the previous hypotheses, motivated raters should be more likely
than unmotivated raters to give ratings that accurately reflect the objective performance
of their subordinates. As such the following hypothesis is proposed:
Hypothesis 7: Rater motivation will moderate relationships between subjective
and objective performance such that the relationship will be stronger when rater
motivation is high versus low.
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Study 3 Method
Participants and procedure
The participants were 83 managers recruited from the sales division of a
Romanian organization. Due to confidentiality concerns raised by the organization, no
other sample specific demographic information was available to the author. Data obtained
from the organization‘s HR manager indicates that most of the employees are males
(around 70%), around 30 years old and most have a college degree.
Measures
Subjective performance. The managers rated the performance of the salespersons
using a five-item scale from Behrman and Perreault (1982). Sample items are ―producing
a high market share for your company in the territory,‖ ―generating a high level of dollar
sales,‖ and ―exceeding all sales targets and objectives for the territory during the year‖ on
7-point response format ranging from ―1 = Poor” to ―7 = Outstanding”.
Objective performance. Objective performance indicators based on sales were
collected from organizational records. Twelve performance levels were created after
adjusting for territory potential, workload, company presence in the territory, local
economic conditions, and competitors. The algorithm used to derive the performance
levels is proprietary and was not disclosed to me by the participating organization.
Rater motivation. Rater motivation was measured with a five-item scale
developed by Hedge and Teachout (2000). Example items are: ―I care how accurate my
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ratings were‖ and ―I made the most accurate ratings I could.‖ Raters responded to these
items via a five-point Likert-type response (from ―1 = Strongly disagree‖ to ―5 =
Strongly agree‖).
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Study 3 Results and Discussion
Means, standard deviations, reliabilities and inter-correlations are presented in
Table 7. Objective and subjective performance were positively correlated: r = .46, p <
.01.
Table 7
Descriptive and Correlational Information for Study 3

1. Subjective

M

SD

1

2

14.90

6.02

(.89)

5.88

2.44

.46**

(NA)

10.47

5.02

.12

-.01

3

performance
2. Objective
Performance
3. Rater motivation

(.90)

** p < .01, N = 83

Hypothesis 7 proposed that rater motivation will moderate relationships between
subjective and objective performance such that the relationship will be stronger when
rater motivation is high versus low. This hypothesis was tested using hierarchical
moderated multiple regressions (Cohen, Cohen, West, & Aiken, 2003). The interaction
term was created by multiplying the predictor variable (subjective performance) and the
moderating variable (rater motivation). I then conducted a hierarchical regression
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analysis by regressing objective performance on the predictor variable in Step 1, rater
motivation in Step 2, and finally the interaction term in Step 3. The interaction term
explained a significant amount of variance in objective performance: F (1, 79) = 5.23, p <
.05, ∆R2=0.04. Simple slope tests show that the relationship between subjective
performance and objective performance is stronger when rater motivation is high (β =
.61, p < .001) compared to when rater motivation is low (β = .25, p > .05). The full results
of the regression analyses are presented in Table 8. A plot of the interaction is illustrated
in Figure 3.
Table 8
Rater Motivation as Moderator in Study 3
Step Independent variable

B

SE B

95% CI

β

∆R2

1

Subjective performance

.19

.04

.11, .26

.46**

.21**

2

Rater motivation

-.03

.05

-.13, .06

-.07

.00

3

Subjective performance x
.02

.01

.00, .07

.71**

.04*

Rater motivation
Note: N = 83, CI = confidence interval. * p < .05, ** p < .01.
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Figure 3: Rater Motivation as Moderator in Study 3
The results of Study 3 suggest that more motivated raters are better at matching
objective and subjective performance ratings. There was a strong association between
objective and subjective performance for raters high on motivation, while there was no
relationship for raters low on motivation. Motivated raters appear to be more accurate;
and less likely to fall prey to biases as they seem to be more able to focus on the actual
performance of their employees.
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General Discussion
The goal of the current paper was to investigate, across three studies and five
samples, the role played by rater motivation in personnel selection validation studies. In
Study 1, across two samples, I found that rater motivation, measured both directly (selfreported by the raters) and indirectly (the amount of time spent on-line rating), impacted
the validity coefficients for two different types of predictors (a cognitive ability test and a
job knowledge test). The validity coefficients were significantly higher when rater
motivation was high as opposed to low. Another hypothesis fully supported across both
of the Study 1 samples concerned the reliability of job performance ratings: motivated
raters provided ratings that were more internally consistent than unmotivated raters.
Similar results were found when the reliability hypothesis was retested in Study2 using a
different sample. High reliability is desirable particularly since the criterion space was
narrowly conceptualized and measured in all of the samples used in the current paper (as
requested by the participating organizations). No support was found for the hypothesis
concerning the variance in ratings; although the raters high on motivation had higher
variance in their ratings tan those low on motivation, the differences were not statistically
significant. Mixed findings in terms of the variance of the job performance ratings were
found when re-testing the hypothesis in Study2 using a different sample. The results of
the Study 1 highlight the importance of rater motivation in validation studies and led to
Study 2 where I tried to develop, implement and test a short, inexpensive and easy
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theoretically-based intervention designed to increase rater motivation, rater response
rates, and the validity coefficients. The intervention consisted of manipulation of the
instructions such that the benefits of rater participation in validation studies were
presented. Two experimental conditions were used: one focusing on the benefits for the
individual, the other focusing on the benefits for the organization. Both of the conditions
had positive effects in terms of increased response rates and increased rater motivation.
Also, the validity coefficients were higher in both of the experimental conditions
compared to the control condition, although the differences were not statistically
significant. However, I argue that this is a case where small effects are practically
significant even though they are not statistically significant. Prentice and Miller (1992)
discuss two situations when even small effects can be impressive: when there are
minimal manipulations of the independent variable and when the dependent variable is
―difficult-to-influence.‖ Both situations seem to apply here: the manipulations were
minor and increasing the validity coefficient of the predictors is a difficult task.
As a further testament of the importance of rater motivation, in Study 3 I found
that there is a stronger association between objective performance (sales) and subjective
ratings for raters high in motivation. Thus, it does appear that raters who are more
motivated tend to provide more accurate performance ratings. This finding is important
because it dispels any criticism that the observed increases in rating variance in Studies 1
and 2, and by extension the increases in validity coefficients in the two studies, were
artifactual in nature. Rather, increasing rater motivation led to an increase in rater
accuracy.
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The present study makes several contributions to the literature. Previous research
on rater motivation has mostly ignored to measure it directly and tended to focus on the
differences between ratings made for research purposes and ratings made for
administrative purposes. Also, although the importance of validation studies cannot be
overstated, very little research has focused on the conditions surrounding validation
studies. Similarly, the previous interventions proposed in the literature, such as teams of
raters, discussions between raters and rates, have limited use in the case of validation
studies where the goal is to obtain fast quality ratings.
Several directions for future research are suggested. First, the role of rater
motivation in validation studies can be examined using other predictors, such as
personality measures. Second, the intervention suggested here can be compared with
other types of interventions (e.g., providing incentives, e.g., Salvemini, Reilly, and
Smither, 1993). Third, the role of individual differences in rater motivation should be
examined further. In the current study, individualism and collectivism had no impact and
the scales used had very low reliabilities (even though I have used them in previous
studies and achieved internal consistencies levels in the .70-.80 range). For example, the
relationship between rater conscientiousness and rater motivation can be examined.
Persons high in conscientiousness are characterized by being responsible, organized, and
dependable (e.g., John, Naumann, & Soto, 2008), and thus presumably more likely to be
more motivated when they engage in rating their subordinates. Similarly, need for
cognition (Cacioppo, Petty, & Kao, 1984) should be examined as a possible antecedent of
rater motivation. Persons high in need for cognition are more likely to engage in tasks
that are cognitively demanding (i.e., are more likely to use explicit processing). Fourth,
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future research should use the recent multidimensional conceptualization of the criterion
space (organizational citizenship behaviors and counterproductive work behaviors in
addition to task performance, Sackett & Lievens, 2008). Fifth, more research is needed
on the role of rater motivation for ratings made for administrative studies. For example,
are more motivated raters perceive as more fair? Sixth, the nomological network of rater
motivation should be further explored by identifying personal and situational correlates
and boundary conditions. Seventh, the simultaneous role played by rater and ratee
motivation should be examined. It is possible that further validity gains can obtained by
increasing ratee motivation. Similar interventions designed to increase ratee motivation
should be tested, as the literature seems to be even more lacking than in the case of rater
motivation.
The studies presented in the current paper also have several strengths. First, the
data collection was embedded in actual validation studies, thus increasing the external
validity of the results. Second, several hypotheses were tested multiple times increasing
our confidence in the generalizability of the results to other samples or settings. Third,
different conceptualizations of the predictor variables and different ways of measuring
rater motivation were used.
The practical implications are straightforward. Rater motivation should be
carefully considered when conducting validation studies. Higher validity coefficients are
desirable for legal and practical purposes (i.e., establishing cut-off scores). The
intervention presented in Study 2 can be used, as one possible way of increasing rater
motivation. It‘s important that the managers and the employees understand the
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importance of validation studies. Poor ratings may also be the consequence of larger
organizational issues (Harris, Ispas, & Schmidt, 2008).
Several limitations should also be acknowledged. First, all the samples were
collected in Romania from Romanian organizations. Although I have no reason to believe
that culture played a role in the results obtained, this may limit the generalizability of the
findings. Second, although I discussed Harris‘ (1995) determinants of rater motivation,
none of them were measured in the current study. Third, the sample size for Studies 2 and
3 was relatively small. Future research should attempt to replicate the current results
using larger, more representative samples. Fourth, rater‘s previous experience and
performance related training should be controlled for in future studies. It is possible that
more experienced, more trained raters will be more motivated; however I was not able to
test this hypothesis in the current study. Fifth, the use of the sales index as a measure of
objective job performance can be criticized as objective measures are prone to their own
biases and error.
In conclusion, the current series of studies show that rater motivation plays an
important role in validation studies and should be included in future theoretical and
practical models of performance ratings.
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